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Abstract

   NTP has been widely used through several revisions, with the latest
   being RFC 5905 [RFC5905].  A core component of the protocol and the
   algoritms is the Reference ID, or REFID, which is used to identify
   the source of time used for synchronization (aka the "system peer").
   Traditionally, when the source of time was another system, the REFID
   was the IPv4 address of that other system.  The purpose of the REFID
   is to prevent a one-degree "timing loop": where if A has several
   timing sources that include B, if B decides to get its time from A,
   then A should not then decide to get its time from B.  The REFID is
   therefore a vital core-component of the base NTP packet.  If a
   system's REFID is the IPv4 address of its time source, then with a
   simple query a remote attacker can learn the target's REFID.  The
   remote attacker can then try to use that information to send spoofed
   NTP packets to the target or the target's time source, attempting to
   cause a disruption in time service [NDSS16].  Since the core purpose
   of the REFID is to prevent a one-degree timing loop, this proposal is
   a backward-compatible way to limit the amount of information that is
   leaked in the REFID.  Specifically, it allows the prevention of one-
   degree timing loops by allowing a system A to reveal to a querying
   system B that B is not A's time source, but without revealing the
   actual time source to which A is synchronized.

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
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   This Internet-Draft will expire on January 9, 2017.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2016 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   NTP has been widely used through several revisions, with the latest
   being RFC 5905 [RFC5905].  A core component of the protocol and the
   algoritms is the Reference ID, or REFID, which is used to identify
   the source of time used for synchronization.  Traditionally, when the
   source of time was another system, the REFID was the IPv4 address of
   that other system.  If the source of time was using IPv6 for its
   connection, then a 4 octet digest value of the IPv6 address was used
   as the REFID.  The purpose of the REFID is to prevent a one-degree
   timing loop, where if A has several timing sources that include B, if
   B decides to get its time from A, then A should not then decide to
   get its time from B.

   Recently it was observed in [NDSS16] that a remote attacker can query
   a target system to learn its time source from the REFID included in
   target's response packet.  The remote attacker can then use this
   information to send spoofed packets to the target or its time source,
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   in an attempt to disrupt time service.  The REFID thus unnecessarily
   leaks information about a target's time server to remote attackers.
   The best way to mitigate this vulnerability is to decouple the IP
   address of the time source from the REFID.  To do this, a system can
   use an otherwise-impossible value for its REFID, called the "not-you"
   value, when it believes that a querying system is not its time
   source.

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.  The REFID

   The interpretation of a REFID is based on the stratum, as documented
   in RFC 5905 [RFC5905], section 7.3, "Packet Header Variables".  The
   core reason for the REFID in the NTP Protocol is to prevent a degree-
   one timing loop, where server B decides to follow A as its time
   source, and A then decides to follow B as its time source.

   At Stratum 2+, which will be the case if two servers A and B are
   exchanging timing information, then if server B follows A as its time
   source, A's address will be B's REFID.  When A uses IPv4, the default
   REFID is A's IPv4 address.  When A uses IPv6, the default REFID is a
   four-octet digest of A's IPv6 address.  Now, if A queries B for its
   time, then A will learn that B is using A as its time source by
   observing A's address in the REFID field of the response packet sent
   by B.  Thus, A will not select B as a potential time source, since
   this would cause a timing loop.

   However, this mechanism also allows a third-party C to learn that A
   is the time source that is being used by B.  When A is using IPv4, C
   can learn this by querying B for its time, and observing that the
   REFID in B's response is the IPv4 address of A.  Meanwhile, when A is
   using IPv6, then C can again query B for its time, and then can use
   an offline dictionary attack to determine the IPv6 address that
   corresponds to the digest value in the response sent by B.  C could
   construct the necessary dictionary by compiling a list of publically
   accessible IPv6 servers.  Remote attackers can use this technique to
   identify the time sources used by a target, and then send spoofed
   packets to the target or its time source in order to disrupt time
   service as was done e.g., in [NDSS16] or [CVE-2015-8138].
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3.  The Not-You REFID

   This proposal allows the one-degree loop detection to work while
   keeping potentially abusable information from being disclosed to
   uninterested parties.  It does this by returning the normal REFID to
   queries that come from an address that the current system believes is
   its time source (aka its "system peer"), and otherwise returning a
   special IP address that is interpreted to mean "not you".  The "not
   you" IP address is 127.127.127.127 when the query is made from an
   IPv4 address, or when the query is made from an IPv6 address whose
   four-octect hash does not equal 127.127.127.127.  The "not you" IP
   address is 127.127.127.128 when the query is made from an address
   whose four-octect hash equals to 127.127.127.127.

   Note that this mechanism is transparent to the party that sends
   timing queries.  A querying system that uses IPv4 continues to check
   that its IPv4 address does not appear in the REFID before deciding
   whether to take time from the current system.  A querying system that
   uses IPv6 continues to check that the four-octet hash of its IPv6
   address does not appear in the REFID before deciding whether to take
   time from the current system.

   This proposal will hide the current system's system peer from
   querying systems that the current system believes are not the current
   system's system peer.  Note well, however, that the current system
   will return the "not you" value to a query from its system peer if
   the system peer sends its query from an unexpected IP address.

4.  Security Considerations

   Many systems running NTP are configured to return responses to timing
   queries by default.  These responses contain a REFID field, which
   generally reveals the address of the system's time source.  This
   behavior can be exploited by remote attackers who wish to first learn
   the address of a target's time source, and then attack the target
   and/or its time source.  As such, this proposal is designed to harden
   NTP against these attacks by limiting the amount of information
   leaked in the REFID field.
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